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best images a
tawdriness, in this large and uneven
tension and preshow, titled “America By Car & The New
cision that
Cars 1964.” With 135 photographs from
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subject.
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gelatin silver print on baryta paper, 12" x 16". Buchmann Galerie.
gone horribly wrong. Instead of dramatic
we glimpsed the
or sexy settings, Friedlander phoface of the artist
distill and sharpen his minimalist aptographed cars in humdrum places—an
himself in a rearview mirror, in best Old
empty drive-in, deserted sidewalks, a
Master style. With so many images, some proach to form. The German artist—best
known for his elemental sculptures made
motel parking lot—or caught them as
are bound to be better than others. But
with pollen, beeswax, and other organic
spectral window reflections. Though
taken together, they gave a powerful
materials—captured Burmese ruins, Syrthey’re utterly cheerless, there’s poetry
sense of motion and oddness in the ordiian and Indian graves, and even a glacier
in these works and a sense of loneliness
nary, with an understated sense of
in Switzerland. Simple and austere, these
that hints at Friedlander’s contemporaries humor. There’s little of the anomie that
Diane Arbus and Robert Frank. The 33
breathes through the artist’s earlier work. images elicited quiet rumination.
An architectural leitmotif resonated
works in this series were commissioned
Friedlander seems to have made his
across many of the works, all gelatin silby Harper’s Bazaar for a feature on new
peace with cars.
—Roger Atwood ver prints. Shelters photographed from a
car models of 1964, but the magazine
distance in Bei Magwe, Burma (Myanconsidered the images too unsettling and
mar) (Near Magwe, Burma, Myanmar,
never published them. They have lost
2000) appear to be nothing more than
none of their haunting power.
Buchmann Galerie
thatched roofs atop slender poles—their
The other works in this show date
Berlin
elongated form echoes that of the
from the last decade or so, and almost all
Although this exhibition consisted of
Bedouin tent captured in another image.
were taken from inside rental cars. The
only 16 black-and-white photographs,
Photographs of graves were the most
effect of seeing dozens of wide-open
powerful works in this show, none more
landscapes from a driver’s seat was claus- here Wolfgang Laib seemed to further
so than Grab, Palmyra, Syrien (Grave,
Palmyra, Syria, 1995). Seemingly taken
from within a burial chamber, it captures
a blinding light that pours through a
large opening. Also evocative was Grab,
Delhi, Indien (Grave, Delhi, India, 1990),
depicting an unadorned concrete mound
atop a stark concrete rectangle.
Other images are devoid of the slightest hint of human presence. In two
striking landscape photographs, both titled Mesopotamische Wüste (Mesopotamian Desert, 1995), a barren expanse
of rocks and sand stretches toward a
distant horizon.
Laib made these photographs between
1983 and 2001, during his travels
throughout Asia, the Middle East, and
Europe. But much like his sculptures,
these spare, meditative images conjure a
Lee Friedlander, Detroit (Chrysler 300), 1963/printed later, gelatin silver print, 11" x 14". Timothy Taylor.
sense of timelessness. —Alicia Reuter
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